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Abstract

Rosie the Riveter vs. Helen the Homemaker:
Advertising and the Role of Women in America after World War II
Christina Pfaff

Committee members: Dr. Donelson Forsyth, Dr. Terry Price, Dr. Nicole Maurantonio

At the outbreak of World War II millions of servicemen left the United States to fight overseas,
creating a great demand for workers in the production industries. Although the government
identified women as the ideal source to fill the labor gap, a harsh stigma against the female
worker existed from the Depression era. The United States government launched a recruitment
campaign in collaboration with major advertising agencies and well-known artists in an effort to
overcome this stigma and persuade women to join the industrial workforce. This recruitment
campaign centered on the image of "Rosie the Riveter." This paper discusses the implications of
advertising throughout \Vorld War II and most particularly at the war's close, when historians
note that public attitude experienced a "reconversion'' or a restoration of the belief that women
should rescind their wartime positions and return to the home. By using a systematic coding
system as well as qualitative analysis to examine advertisements in

Lifemagazine

during the war

years and at its end, this paper argues that despite "Rosie's" historic significance, commercial
advertisements did not significantly reflect her presence. It is argued here that a message of
renewed domesticity in women's role in advertising became particularly strong at the war's end,
albeit not because of "Rosie's" absence, in essence, because "Rosie" was not found to exist in
advertising. This paper concludes that commercial print advertising neither reflected nor
contributed to the phenomenon of women taking up wartime jobs during World War II, and no
conclusion is drawn about the role of advertising on women at the war's end.
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I
Rosie the Riveter versus Helen the Homemaker:
Advertising and the Role of Women in America after World War II

On May 29th, 1943 a painting by Norman Rockwell depicting '·Rosie the Riveter''
appeared on the cover of The Saturday Evening Post. It was a time of great national crisis for
America, for the country was entrenched in a global war with two adversaries, Gemrnny and
Japan. It was also a time of great need for a substantial labor force, as military conscription
meant that approximately 10 million G.I.s left jobs in factories and production plants to serve
overseas. 1 The government looked to women to fill the labor gap and sustain war production.
Incorporating women into the workplace, however, required changing dominant perceptions of
women that had hardened during the Depression. As Susan Hartmann. a researcher on the
American home front of the 1940s, discovered, during the Depression married women who
worked outside the home were viewed predominantly as selfish and greedy for taking away jobs
from deserving males. 2 These stark stereotypes about women workers persisted at the outset of
the war, creating a challenge for the inclusion of women in typically male-dominated industries.
Launching a propaganda recruitment campaign, the government teamed with major
advertising agencies like Young and Rubicam and J. Walter Thomas to create a campaign
centered on one image-the

image of"Rosie the Riveter." The Rosie image represented a

departure from the traditional view of woman as homemaker. Rosie--often portrayed as young,
rosy-cheeked and typically dressed in overalls-glorified

the woman laborer. Advertisers

constructed Rosie as a representation of patriotism, as she sought to appeal to women through
her portrayal of pride in America's wartime strength on the home front. Many credit the Rosie

1

George Q. Flynn, The Draft, 1940-1973 (University Press of Kansas, 1993).
Susan Hartmann, The Home Front and Beyond American Women in the 1940s, (Boston: Twayne Publishers,
1982).

2

1

campaign for successfully drawing women into the labor force during WWII-as

roughly six

million women joined the workforce during the war. 3
Rosie symbolized a rejection of the stigma associated with women working outside of the
home. Women working during the war took jobs that were usually held by men. They did jobs
that before had been performed by men, and they performed them well. But what would happen
when the war ended and the men returned to America?
Historians, feminists and researchers on the topic of women ·s role in World War II
debate Rosie"s significance as a breakthrough for women. At the war's close, women were
expected to give up their jobs, and perhaps ne\vfound freedom, in order to move aside for the
returning servicemen. In what Knaff and Bailey deem a "reconversion·· 4 the majority of women
shifted back into their domestic roles, even though evidence reveals that many women laborers
prefen-ed to continue \vorking outside the home. 5
What is curious is the way that prevailing attitudes were displayed, and arguably
influenced, by the messages communicated through the mediums of mass media. Did
advertising reflect (and perhaps perpetuate) the movement of women into the workplace? And
did advertising communicate a renewed domesticity at the war's end, perhaps prompting women
who worked during the war return to work within the home (as homemakers) when the war
ended? My paper examines how commercial advertisers portrayed women throughout World
War II and in the years following it.

3

Karen Anderson, Wartime Women: Sex Roles, Family Relations, and the Status of Women during World War II
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1981) 100.
4
Donna B. Knaff and Beth L. Bailey, This Girl In Slacks: Female Masculinity in the Popular Graphic Art of World
War II (The University of New Mexico, 2006).
5
U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, Changes in Women's Employment during the War, special bulletin
20 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1944).
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This paper examines the use of images in advertising to influence women, and men as
well, during World War II and the years immediately following it. Chapter 1 begins by bringing
together the findings and research of a number of scholars, providing an analysis of the
contextual factors of the waiiime era in regards to women. This section discusses the facets
which led to the creation of a propaganda campaign centered on the image of "Rosie the
Riveter." Chapter II describes the methods I used to study the content of adve1iisements
published from 1939 to 1949. I outline a system for classifying over 500 print advertisements
published during and after the war. In the following section. Chapter III, "Results," discusses the
results of my study, communicating the finding that images in advertising did not reflect the
"Rosie" campaign. Data gathered did not reflect an increase of images of women working
outside in the home during the war years, as was expected. However, this section discusses the
finding that data did reveal a significant increase in images of women in domestic settings at the
war's end and in the years following it. Chapter IV, "Conclusions," discusses the implications of
my study, exploring the apparent disconnect between the historical reality of "Rosie the Riveter''
and its portrayal in mass media.

Creating Rosie: Advertising and \Vomen's Employment in \Vorld War II
On the eve of World War II, the United States was only just beginning to recover from
the devastating effects of the Great Depression. When the economy hit its low point in 1933,
Bureau of the Census data reveal that the gross national product had plunged from $149.3 in
1929 to $107 .6 billion; national income stood at one-half its 1929 level; and more than 30
percent of the work force-12

million men and women-could

not findjobs.

6

The majority of

adult women had experienced the Depression as wives rather than as paid workers. During this
6

United States Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1975).

3

time the majority of the 11.5 million women who were employed were working outside the home
due to basic economic need. 7 Most women working during this time (roughly 75 percent of
women) were single. More than 90 percent of all adult women were married, but only 15 percent
of all married women were in the labor force from 1933 to 1940.8
When unemployment rates skyrocketed in the 1930s, a women's place contrasted sharply
with the image of independence she was afforded during the 1920s. Through her examination of
newspaper columns and magazine articles during this era, Hartmann found that there was a fair
degree of openness for the working wife during the 1920s, that is, if she could simultaneously
fulfill her primary duties as wife and mother. 9 During the Depression, marriage bars-the

stated

policies of firms, school districts, governments and other organizations not to hire married
women and to fire single women upon getting married-had

been instituted before the 1930s but

were greatly expanded during the Depression. 10 As a result, during the Depression the
percentage of women workers who were in professional and white-collar work declined from
13.6 in 1930 to 12.3 in 1940.11
Even popular channels of media reflect the decline of women professionals during the
Depression. The fate of career women in the magazines of the middle class during this time, like
Ladies' Home Journal and of the working class, like True Story, reveal the plots of women
whose family and personal life suffered from their employment. 12 An analysis of the best sellers
of the period reveals that men "regained" their position of gender dominance during the
Depression, in contrast to the novels of the 1920s in which women often rebelled against the

7

Shema Gluck Rosie the Riveter Revisited (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1987) 11.
'
Hartmann 16.
9
Hartmann 17.
1
Claudia D. Goldin, The American Economic Review, Volume 81, Issue 4 (Sep., 1991) 743.
11
Sidonie Matsner Gruenberg, ed., The Family in a World at War (New York: Harper and Bros., 1942).
12
George Q. Gerbner, "The Social Role of Confession Magazine" Social Problems, 6.1 (1958) 29-40.
8
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constraints of their secondary roles. 13 Hartmann notes that public discourse focused on the white
middle-class female worker, ignoring the fact that low-income married women, particularly
blacks and immigrants, worked outside the home with greater frequency.
During the Depression, wives who worked outside the home-in

nontraditional positions

deemed "women's work," like clerical work, housekeeping and child-care-were

viewed as

selfish, greedy women who took jobs away from male breadwinners. The Depression put
women on the defensive as a general consensus formed around the position that married women
should not work. A Gallup poll in 1936 reported that 82 percent of its respondents believed that
wives with employed husbands should not work outside the home, and that three-fourths of the
women polled agreed. 14 If women dared to chart a course outside the traditional family sphere,
there they were either chastised or ultimately forced to surrender to their "natural feminine
instincts."
Leading into World War II there remained a stigma against the woman worker. As we
will see, overcoming public opinion towards the woman worker was a key challenge the
government faced in its attempt to mobilize women during World War II.

Looking to Women for Labor

World War II turned the unemployment problem of the Depression into one of a labor
shortage, while rocketing the economy to new heights of production and prosperity. Although
alarmed by the aggressive actions of Germany, Italy and Japan, President Roosevelt initially
aimed to keep the nation from entering WWII, instead increasing U.S. aid to Britain in reaction

13

Suzanne Ellery Greene, Books for Pleasure: Popular Fiction l 9 l 4-1945 (Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green
University Popular Press, 1974).
14
Liela Rupp, Mobilizing Women for War: German and American Propaganda, 1939-1945, (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1978).
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to Hitler's 1940 conquest of France. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941,
however, dissolved questions of neutrality, plunging the United States into the global war.
On the home front the war meant maximizing production in order to adequately equip its
fighting forces and those of its allies. Nowhere was the federal government's leadership more
important than in the realm of "preparedness," which started with converting America's industrial
base to produce armaments and other war materiel rather than civilian goods. 15 Furthermore, of
the 16 million who served in the armed forces during this time period, IO million men were
drafted throughout the course of World War II, 16 creating a significant gap in the previously
existing labor force. According to the Industrial Mobilization for War: History of the War
Production Board and Predecessor Agencies, 1940-1945, the government concluded that labor

power would be the most crucial factor in the success of the war production program. 17
In order to wage a successful war, the entire population would have to be mobilized.
Early in 1942 several government and industry policy studies identified women as war labor
reserves and discussed the utility in using them as a source oflabor. For example, the Census
Bureau made a detailed analysis for the War Manpower Commission (WMC) of potential
entrants to the labor force and concluded that married women without children under ten would
be the best source of workers for the duration of the war. 18
Eleanor Straub' s assessment of labor policies during wartime reveals that the government
could make suggestions to industry on how it should handle the labor shortage, but it had no way

15

Michael C.C Adams, The Best War Ever: America and World War II (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1994)
16
Flynn.
17
U.S. Civilian Production Administration [formerly War Production Board], Industrial Mobilization for War:
History of the War Production Board and Predecessor Agencies, 1940-1945 (Washington, DC, 1947).
18
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States Population-the
Labor Force: Employment and Family Characteristics of Women (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1943).
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to directly intervene to enforce these policies. 19 For the most part, the private sector of business
governed itself. This was problematic because the behavior of industry leaders reflected popular
beliefs that had carried over from the Depression, as they maintained sharp stereotypes against
hiring women. 20 Although government needed war industries to welcome women, employers in
these fields were reluctant to do so. War industries, such as skilled metal trades, aircraft,
shipping and small ammunition assembly-fields

that traditionally paid higher wages and

offered more stimulating work than, prior to the war, typical female occupations-had

virtually

excluded women workers prior to 1940. Employers resisted their instructions to hire such
workers in these industries, insisting that women were unsuitable for over half their labor
needs. 21
Though the government could apply pressure on defense employers and the private sector
as a whole through field offices and directives, it operated without powers to enforce the War
Manpower Commission regulations. Straub concludes that in order to administer an effective
labor source, the government was forced to take up unprecedented measures to control industry,
measures that would interfere with the traditional boundaries of labor and hiring patterns
perpetuated by businesses. 22 The best course open to the government, it deemed, was
publicity-"contacting

the public, enlisting its support in the labor drives, and trying to change

the attitudes that had interfered with hiring women." 23
The government decided to tackle the public's perception of the women worker, with the
hopes that in time industry leaders would be forced to adopt women as their employees. This

19

Eleanor Straub, United States Government Policy Toward Civilian Women during World War 11,Diss, (Emory
University,1973).
20
Ruth Milkman, "Redefining "Women's Work": The Sexual Division of Labor in the Auto Industry during World
War 11,"Feminist Studies, 8.2 (1982) 336-372; Gluck; Honey
21
Gluck 19.
22
Straub.
23
Gluck 29.
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measure came in the form of a propaganda recruitment campaign launched by the government to
urge women to enter the workforce. The government realized the potential social impact of its
recruitment campaign, and turned this idea to be its own selling point to the American public, as
the Office of War Information (OWi) stated in 1943, "American enthusiasm for production as a
short cut to victory can be used to ... tear down much of the prejudice against Negroes, women
and aliens, three groups not yet fully integrated into the work force." 24
Historians have deemed "Rosie the Riveter" the result of collaboration between the U.S.
government and professional advertisers in crafting this labor recruitment campaign.

25

In the

summer of 1942 President Roosevelt established the Office of War Information (OWi), and in at
attempt to sidestep any controversy over using the media for propaganda purposes, asserted that
OWi would merely disseminate information about government programs in a neutral way. 26 One
of the OWi's main goals was its focus on a campaign directed at attracting women to the labor
force. OWI again recognized its role in altering the public's belief that women belonged chiefly
in the home. Housewives were particularly reluctant to enter the workforce; in early 1943 a
Gallup poll shows that less than a third of married men gave unqualified approval to their wives
to take defense jobs.

27

OWI stated in 1943, "since our ability to keep the production machine

running in high gear depends largely on the enlistment of women workers, the public attitude
toward this issue-and

especially the attitude of wives-is

of paramount interest."

28

The role of

a media campaign, rife with carefully constructed images and rhetoric, was understood from the

24

Jennifer Nichol Stewart, "Wacky Times: An Analysis of the WAC in World War II and its Effects on Women,"
International Social Science Review, (2000).
25
Maureen Honey, Creating Rosie the Riveter: Class, Gender, and Propaganda during World War II (Amherst,
M.A.: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984); Gluck; Milkman.
26
Honey 28.
27
Hartmann.
28
Matilda Butler and Kendra Bonnett, Rosie's Daughters: The "First Women To" Generation Tells Its Story,
(Berkeley, CA: Iaso Books, 2007) 13.
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start to be a mighty tool of persuasion used to overcome the public's stigma towards women
working outside the home and to convince women to work.
Another body, the War Advertising Council (WAC) was also established in November of
1941. This organization was formed, at first, with little federal support by top advertising
executives with the goal of uniting advertisers, companies, and eventually, the government in an
effort to communicate war issues to the public. Much of the "free" advertising the government
eventually received through the WAC body was very much self-serving on the part of its
manufacturers, who were "anxious to hold on to their [advertising] company's public recognition
for the duration of the war." 29 At one of the WAC's initial gatherings, James Webb Young of
one of the leading agencies, Young and Rubicam, proudly boasted of the power of this group of
agencies: "We have within our hands the greatest aggregate means of mass education and
persuasion the world has ever seen." 30
Honey agrees that ties between propaganda groups and the media were extensive, stating
that the "popular portrayal of women's role in the war" was greatly influenced by the joint
efforts of government agencies and media personnel. 31 The Basic Program Plan for
Womanpower, a subcommittee within the Office of War Information, recognized the
significance of communicating a workplace and a role which women would imagine to be
appealing; "These jobs [that women will hold] will have to be glorified as a patriotic war service
if American women are to be persuaded to take them and stick to them. Their importance to a
nation engaged in total war must be convincingly presented."

32

It was recognized that

"presentation" would be crucial in order to sell the workplace to women. As we will see, the
29

Cynthia Lee Henthorn, From Submarines to Suburbs: Selling a Better America, 1939-1959 (Athens, OH: Ohio
University Press, 2006) 19.
3
Frank W. Fox, Madison Avenue Goes To War: the Strange Milita,y Career of American Advertising, 1941-1945,
(Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1975).
31
Honey 19.
32
Stewart.
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woman worker ''sold" through the propaganda recruitment campaign represented an idealized
symbol of America's strength during the war; by linking the outcome of the war's victory to
woman's involvement in the American workforce, advertisers utilized patriotism as a crucial
selling point in this recruitment campaign.

The Ad Campaign: Rosie the Riveter
Henthorn asserts that advertising in the WWII era relied on the visual cliches in order to
"quickly convey a message with the least wording and simplest graphics possible." 33 In
collaboration with artists, The Office of War Information constructed the image of "Rosie the
Riveter" as the easily understood, mutable, visual representation of an ideal woman worker.

Saturday Evening Post cover artist Norman Rockwell is credited with creating one of the earliest
popular "Rosie" images used to encourage
women to become wartime workers. Rosie
appeared on the cover of the Post, one of the
most popular magazines in America, on May
29th, 1943. Rockwell showed Rosie as a burly
young woman, rivet gun slung across her lap,
signifying to the American public a woman who
had navigated from her traditional role within the
home to one in the workplace.
Rosie symbolized the millions of real
women who filled America's factories, munitions

33

Figure 1. Norman Rockwell's Rosie the
Riveter, 1943.

Henthorn 11.
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plants, and shipyards during World War 11.34 With her foot resting steadily on Hitler's Mein
Kampf, Rosie communicated to women the concept that, while their brothers and their

boyfriends were overseas defending democracy, the least they could do was to take a war job and
"be the woman behind the man behind the gun. " 35
Rockwell's Rosie was widely disseminated during the war. In addition to the magazine's
3 million-plus circulation, Rockwell's Rosie was also displayed in other publications, including
the cover of The Art Digest on July 1, 1943. Rockwell's painting of Rosie was eventually
donated to the U.S. Treasury Department's War Loan Drive, and then went on a tour for public
display in various cities across the country. 36
Other artists emulated Rockwell's "Rosie" depiction, suggesting her transferability as an
image representing the glorified woman worker. The nation's major magazines devoted their
September 1943 covers to portrayals of women in war jobs--essentially, Rosies-instantly
creating approximately 125 million advertisements. 37 In 1942, Pittsburgh artist J. Howard Miller
was hired by the Westinghouse Company's War Production Coordinating Committee to create a
series of posters for the war effort. One of these posters became the now-famous "We Can Do
It!" image. A study conducted by Honey found that advertisements designed specifically to

attract women to war work comprised 16 percent of the total number of ads produced during the
three-year wartime period. 38 Other mediums of popular culture reinforced Rosie and her
message. In 1942, a song titled "Rosie the Riveter" was written by Redd Evans and John Jacob
Loeb and was issued by Paramount Music Corporation of New York.

34

M. Paul Holsinger, "Rosie The Riveter," War and American Popular Culture: A Historical Encyclopedia. 1998.
Gluck 10.
36
Penny Colman, Rosie the Riveter: Women Working on the Home Front in World War II, Crown Books, 1995
37
"Women in War Jobs- Rosie the Riveter (1942- 1945)" Ad Council: Historic Campaigns, Ad Council, Web. 21
Nov 2010 <http://www.adcouncil.org/default.aspx?id=I 28>.
38
Honey 109.
35
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Some have suggested, however, that the Rosie campaign also included, as a subtext, the
message that this transition from the home to the factory was caused by the exigencies of war,
and therefore should not be considered either permanent or even desirable in the long term.
Because advertisers sought to appeal to the masses, it can be said that the strategies employed in
"Rosie" advertisements reveal what the audience, particularly women, valued and how "those
values meshed with themes the government wanted stressed". 39 Scholars have identified themes
of patriotism and glamour communicated in the persona of Rosie to appeal to these young
women. 40 The argument of patriotism communicated through Rosie sought to appeal to women
through their perceived domestic and nurturing character. Honey found that ads emphasized
"Rosie" as a required, and yet temporary, shift in woman's roles. She asserts that Rosie really
just supported and reflected the existing values that emerged in the context of WWII, rather than
challenging, for the long term, values women already possessed. 41
In her analysis of the images of new technologies of the time displayed in advertisements,
·Henthorn reaches a similar conclusion, for she finds that the presence of women's traditional
domain-the

kitchen-is

explicitly implied in "Rosie"-type wartime ads in an effort to appeal

and relate to women. 42 The woman's role in a factory or wartime position, as projected by
advertisers, was employed as a mirror or simple extension of traditional tasks women
encountered in the home. The short newsreel Glamour Girl of '43 made by OWI demonstrates
the way marketers equated the domestic sphere with the work place:
Instead of cutting the lines of a dress, this woman cuts the pattern of aircraft parts. Instead
of baking a cake, this woman is cooking gears to reduce the tension in the gears after
use ... they are taking to welding as if the rod were a needle and the metal a length of

39
40
41
42

Honey 61.
Gluck; Rupp.
Honey 28.
Henthorn 72.
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cloth to be sewn. After a short apprenticeship, this woman can operate a drill press just
as easily as a juice extractor in her own kitchen. 43
This passage also reveals that advertisers communicated a conception of jobs, which had
previously been cast in terms suggestive of the very quintessence of masculinity, as suddenly
endowed with femininity and glamour. Advertisers stressed that women could easily retain their
femininity even as they preformed what were traditionally considered masculine duties.
Women's Home Companion argued the simultaneous possibility of working and maintaining
one's femininity, describing the female labor force: "American women are learning how to put
planes and tanks together, how to read blueprints, how to weld and rivet and make the great
machinery of war production hum under skillful eyes and hands. But they're also learning how
to look smart in overalls and how to be glamorous after work. They are learning to fulfill both
the useful and the beautiful ideal." 44 Additional analysis of advertisements by Hartmann reveals
the same findings. The images of women war workers emphasized glamour, and that advertising
copy assured readers that beneath overalls and grease stains there remained a true woman,
feminine in appearance and behavior.
It appears that Rosie's message was not just aimed at women with the goal of guiding

them to take up wartime jobs. Rosie also spoke to all of the American public, reassuring their
sense of confidence in the nation's war effort. Honey argues that, undeterred by their lack of
training or small size, images of "Rosies" stood as the embodiment of American ingenuity. The
narrative that women could "rise to the occasion" boded well for the country's survival in the
global war in which it was enmeshed. During the war women's competent performance of

43
44

"Glamour Girl of'43" (Office of War Information: 02 Sep 1943); cited in Honey.
Gluck 100.
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men's work was reassuring rather than threatening, as it was undertaken to show the world that
Americans could tackle any job. 45
The media were viewed as a crucial component of the undertaking to get women into
wartime industries as workers, and the wealth of research on the creation of Rosie demonstrates
that these messages related about women workers have been carefully scrutinized, as some have
stated, more than at any time American history. 46 Honey argued that the propaganda campaign
of World War II was the most comprehensive, well-organized effort this society has made
toward ending prejudice against women in male occupations and toward legitimizing the notion
that women belong in the paid labor force. Of course, propagandists were constrained by the
cultural context in which they operated, but within those limits they were able to create a
progressive image of women as competent workers in all fields, prepared and highly capable of
tackling the tasks before them.

Projection vs. Reality
Historians have noted that the image of Rosie that advertisers projected was incongruent
with the lives and makeup of real-life "Rosies," or women in the labor force during WWil.

47

For

one, the image of Rosie projected by advertisers does not provide the full range ofreasons why
real women worked joined the labor force during WWII. The predominant media portrayal of
women war workers, upheld and established by "Rosie," was that they were young, white, and
middle-class; furthermore, that they entered the labor force out of patriotic motives and eagerly
left to start families and resume full-time home making. Contrary to popular belief, however, the

45

Honey 204.
Honey 21 I.
47
Sheila Tobias and Lisa Anderson, What Really Happened to Rosie the Riveter? 1, no 12 (1973) 92-97; Anderson;
Colman; Milkman.
46
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women who entered the war production were not primarily middle-class housewives, but
working-class wives, widows, divorcees, and students who needed the money to achieve a
reasonable standard ofliving.

48

A Women's Bureau survey done in 1944 revealed that only 25

percent of workers had less than two years of work experience. In contrast, almost half had been
in the labor force at least five years and almost 30 percent had been in the workforce at least ten
years 49 -the

majority in industries characterized by their low profit margin: service and trade

(clerks, waitresses, laundry workers, telephone operators, domestics) an non durable goods
(apparel, textiles, food). 50
Maureen Honey condenses these realities when she writes that "undoubtedly, some of the
women taking war jobs did so for patriotic reasons. However, given their extensive prewar work
histories, it appears that war workers came primarily from the ranks of women who needed to
earn a wage in peacetime as well, either to supplement family income or to support
themselves."

51

Furthermore while "Rosie" images led the public to envision the women workers

of WWII as wives fighting, in a sense, on the home front for their husbands at the battlefront-in
reality, only one in ten new women workers had husbands in the service, and only 8 percent of
all women were married to servicemen. 52 Yet again the image of Rosie as advertisers both
perceived and promoted her to be was somewhat divergent from the majority of real-life
"Rosies."
Historians are not in agreement in regards to either the overall impact of the governmentsponsored campaign to increase the number of women employed in production settings during
World War II, nor in their analysis of the impact of the message on American women. The
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images of women working in jobs previously held only by men seemed to communicate, clearly,
that women who took those jobs were patriots, but these advertisements may have communicated
a second message: that patriotism was the real reason women would wish to work outside the
home. This second, more implicit message, may have suggested that women should realize that
any change in their work lives would be a temporary one.

Communicating Women's Departure from the Workplace in the Post-War Context
The Rosie message sent through channels of media prior to and during WWII was
cohesive and straightforward. However, what remains unclear is the message sent to women
through advertisements at the war's close, when approximately 10 million American servicemen
returned from overseas and expected to reclaim their pre-war jobs. Rosie was designed to
change dominant attitudes, persuading women on a large scale to take up wartime labor jobs;
following the war, there was no government campaign or collaboration with advertisers
equivalent to Rosie the Riveter. In order to unpack the role of advertising in the post-war context
in its application to women wartime workers, we must first understand the factors that
characterized the end of the war. We must also examine the patterns of women's behavior and
their perceptions towards this behavior-which,

as we will see, was characterized by a return to

the home sphere. It is my hope that after establishing a solid understanding of post-war realities,
we can then move into examining the images and rhetoric directed at women at the war's close.
If, and how, were post-war realities for women reflected, indicated, or hinted at in advertising?
We can presume that advertising helped women to shape and understand their role in the postwar context, especially when advertising may have delivered a message counter to what some
women desired-which was, for some, to stay employed.
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Women in the Post-War Context
The United States emerged from World War II with the other Allied countries victorious
against the Axis powers. In the final days of the war, the Western Allied troops crossed the
Rhine and overran West Germany. German collapse came shortly after the meeting of the
Western and Russian armies in Saxony, and after Hitler's death amidst the ruins of Berlin. The
unconditional surrender of Germany was signed at Reims on May 7 and ratified at Berlin on May
8, celebrated as V-E Day on the American home front. 53 The war in the Pacific ended after the
B-29 American bomber, the Enola Gay, dropped the first ever atomic bomb on Hiroshima on
August 31, 1945. Three days later the United States dropped another atomic bomb on Nagasaki
after Japanese leaders failed to respond to the first bombing. On September 2, 1945, Japan
finally gave in and signed a statement of surrender, finally ending WWII.
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World War II had

been the largest armed conflict in history, involving more countries than any other war, as well
as introducing powerful new weapons, most notably being nuclear weapons.
The home front during WWII was characterized by a period of intense mobilization.
Messages sent by the U.S. government constantly reminded Americans, and Americans actively
followed, to ration their food and other purchases, buy war Bonds, and even recycle, all in an
effort to aid in the war effort. 55 Some have suggested that the government propaganda
campaign, centered on Rosie's image, was widely influential in mobilizing a female workforce.
Six million women joined the workforce over the course of the war.
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"Rosie" may have indicated to women that their role as industrial worker was to be shortlived. After the war, the employment pattern for women yet again shifted as the majority of
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women relinquished their wartime jobs. Three million women left their jobs at the close of
World War II, although it is not clear if they were "let go," if they chose to quit working, or if the
positions they held were cut when the companies they worked for shifted to a peacetime
production schedule. By 1946 the female labor force had declined from its wartime peak of 19
million to 16 million. 57 In 1947, women's share of the civilian labor force had decreased to 28
percent, down from 35 percent in 1944.58 While 45.3 percent of women production workers had
been employed in higher-paying durable goods industries in November 1943, only 25 percent of
these workers were in such jobs by November 1946.59 At the end of the war, the majority of
women no longer worked in the higher-paying industrial jobs. Honey states that by April 194 7
"the prewar employment pattern had been reestablished and most employed women were clerical
.
d omestics,
. and service
. wor k ers. " 60
wor k ers, operatives,

One segment of the population that did see advancement in employment patterns during

WWII, though, was the African American female. The proportion of black females in industrial
occupations rose from 6.5 percent to 18 percent from 1940 to 1944, although they were confined
to the lowest paying sectors of manufacturing.

61

Before the war the majority of black working

women were relegated to the white woman's kitchen. For instance, in Los Angeles in 1940 twothirds of employed black women worked as domestics. By 1950, this proportion dropped to 40
percent and was accompanied by an increase of black women in durable manufacturing.
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While it is clear that women departed from the workplace in mass upon the close of the
war, it is important we discuss the attitude of women towards leaving the workplace. The
"Rosie" campaign orchestrated during the war may have implied that a woman's shift into the
workplace was temporary. But even so, while perceptions and feelings from women wartime
laborers towards the prospect of returning to the domestic sphere varies, there seems to be a
substantial number of women who did not wish to relinquish their wartime jobs.
Evidence from government surveys reveals that the majority of women who worked
during WWII experienced a sense of newfound freedom due to employment outside the home,
and had aspirations to continue working after the war. The U.S. Women's Bureau of the
Department of Labor gathered data on women's postwar plans in a survey conducted in 1946.
This survey included interviews with thirteen thousand women in 10 areas expected to be part of
the postwar labor force, and revealed that 75 percent of working women expressed "a strong
preference" to retain "men's jobs" after the war had opened them up to them. 63 These
prospective postwar women workers did not, for the most part, contemplate out-migration from
their areas of wartime employment. The same survey revealed that over 90 percent of them, in
most areas, looked forward to continued employment in the same areas where they had worked
during the war period. In each area, the number of wartime-employed women who intended to
work in the same area after the war greatly exceeded the number of women employed in the area
in 1940.
Other research confirms that the majority of women working in national defense
industries lost their jobs against their will. About two and one-half times as many women
wanted to continue working in the area of automobiles as were employed in 1940. Another
study done by the US Department of Labor conducted in 1950 found that in Los Angeles only 14
63

Women Workers Women's Bureau
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percent of the women wartime aircraft workers still held their jobs in June of 1946-just

slightly

over one-fourth the number who had earlier indicated a desire to continue their aircraft
employment.

64

For some women, working outside the home sparked a sentiment of newfound freedom in
them that they embraced. For her book Rosie the Riveter Revisited, Shema Gluck conducted
interviews with over two hundred women who had taken up war industry jobs during WWII.
These "oral histories" provide valuable insight into the feelings of women towards working, and
help us understand the impact the end of the war had on real life "Rosies." One woman Gluck
spoke with, Beatrice Morales Clifton, describes her entry into a defense job with aircraft
manufacturer Lockheed Martin as "the first step in a transformation" stating, "the changes started
when I first started working. They started a little bit, and from then on it kept on going. Because
after I quit the first time ... I wasn't satisfied. I started looking for ways of getting out and going
to work. See, and before I had never had that thought of going out. "
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After they had

experienced the workplace, some women felt dissatisfied when separated from it. Another
women wartime worker, Inez Sauer, a Boeing tool clerk during WWII, agreed with this
statement: "After the war, I could never go back to playing bridge again, being a club woman ...
when I knew there were things you could use your mind for."
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Experiences and reflections like

these are numerous. For some women, the workplace had given them a sense of personal
satisfaction and accomplishment they were not ready to give up.
Gluck asserts that many of the former war workers fostered a sense of empowerment
from their wartime experience that benefited them in the long-term. She posits that "the money
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they had earned and saved during the war lent to their moral authority, and the self-confidence
they developed enabled them to more readily challenge the male prerogative in making big
decisions."

67

Notably studies of changing power relationships in the family suggest that

working-class wives who had worked in the past participated more actively in decision-making
with their spouse. 68 Women's Studies scholar D' Ann Campbell makes the distinction that this
expanded role was derived more from women's increased exposure to the wider world outside
the home than simply from their work experience. While it is hard to separate these issues,
Gluck's oral histories reveal that the work process itself fostered feelings and attitudes in women
that had a lasting effect, and her research confirms that many women desired to continue to work
after WWII ended.
One general tendency Gluck identified from these interviews was that the wartime work
experience meant different things to different women, depending on how old they were and at
what stage they were in their life cycle. 69 As we have seen, some women (and evidence
supports, the majority of women) wanted to continue working. Others, however, identified their
wartime working role as temporary, and embraced it as such. Charlicia Neuman, a steel worker
during the war, deemed "determined to tell the housewife's story"

70

stated that women

understood the short-term nature of their wartime positions, making it easy and even desirable
for them to leave the workplace at the war's close. She said,
Women got out and worked because they wanted to work. And they worked knowing
full well that this was for a short time. We hoped the war would be over in a very short
time and that we could go back home and do what we wanted to do. So that was what I
felt. And my friend that worked in the smaller assembly work, she was the same way.
She went to work during the war because there was a need for workers, but she wanted to
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go back home. So that was the main thing. We knew when we went to work that it was
not for all the time. 71
Other women echoed Neuman's sentiments, underscoring that some women preferred to return
to the home sphere. As Helen Studer, a woman who joined the workforce to support her son
who was fighting overseas, put it:
I was glad when it [the war] was over. I wasn't working cause I wanted to. I was
working cause I thought it was necessary. I thought, I'm going to stay home and be a
housewife. My husband never wanted me to work the first place ... I was happy to stay
home and be a housewife. I still am. It was delightful to not be working. 72
While these women were pleased to prove that they could temporarily do a "man's work," they
welcomed what they viewed as a natural return to the home sphere.
Gluck observed that several of the young adult cohort of women she interviewed-single
women aged seventeen to twenty-five during the war-also

embraced the short-term nature of

their wartime positions. Like the older, married women, many of these younger women were
also pleased with their ability to hold their own with men, but the work experience itself seemed
to have been less important to them. Their wartime working experience was not viewed as a
discontinuity to them, a total departure from the regular gender norms, but rather a natural part of
their development. Most of this cohort married by wars' end or shortly after and took up full.
homema k"mg. 73
time

In her research on the American home front during the 1940s, Susan Hartmann also
found that some women at the end of WWII left the workplace willingly. Hartmann argues that
the departure from normalcy in living conditions during the war enhanced the attractiveness of
traditional family life and the customary division of labor between wives and husbands. One
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measure to note is that the war years experienced a steep surge in the birth rate, 74 which
expanded women's childrearing responsibilities, and which may have intensified women's
desires to return to the home. The emotional deprivations experienced by women separated from
husbands during the war also may have made women more eager to concentrate their energies on
returning to the home sphere to rebuild family relationships. Campbell states that "in this
idealization of family life, male and female roles were once again polarized." 75 The United
States' shift from wartime to peacetime was characterized by a need to return to normalcy, and
this need helps explain why the shift in women's roles was, for some women, embraced as
temporary.
At the war's end there was no government campaign or collaboration with advertisers
equivalent in scope to that of Rosie the Riveter. However, these insights into women who had
no problem leaving the workplace, who embraced it even, reveals that perhaps it wasn't as
necessary for the U.S. government to persuade women to make a shift from the workplace to the
home. The message that Rosie pushed-entering

the workplace as a female-was,

as we have

see, a revolutionary concept, and prior to this campaign, not a conventional one in American
society. As the home was already familiar to women of this era, women may not have needed to
be encouraged to leave the workplace as strongly as they had needed to be persuaded to enter it,
back when the workplace remained stigmatized and unfamiliar. The fact that the home was felt,
by some women, to be a "natural fit" helps explain why, perhaps, there was no subsequent
government effort to "Rosie" in the post-war years. What message did advertisers promote at the
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war's close, then, particularly at the segment of women, as we saw earlier, who disliked the
prospect of leaving the workplace?

A Familiar Face for Demobilization: Rosie Goes Back Home

The power of the images in advertising may have been extremely important in promoting
and facilitating women's behavior and movement out of the workplace and into the home,
especially in consideration of the significant resistance held by some women to leaving the
workplace. The government did not sponsor a campaign, but just as advertisers during WWII
initiated their own "campaign" to increase women's engagement in the workplace, as the war
ended advertisers may have shifted to a new message: one that emphasized a more traditional
conception of women's role in contemporary, post-war society.
By the second half of 1944, it appears that advertisers began to reverse the direction of
social change they had tried to effect in the "Rosie" recruitment campaign. An entry from the
Magazine War Guide reveals that OWi received numerous requests from magazines asking how

they should approach the transition from war to peace, wanting it to be as smooth as possible. 76
As early as the spring of 1943, magazine editors and writers were asking the government for a
"blueprint" of postwar American society "as the U.S. would like to see it," and OWi addressed
itself to this issue of what would happen to the new female army of industrial workers. 77
Concerned especially about job placement, the Office of War Information (OWi) asked that
publicity be given to the Selective Service requirement specifying that servicemen be guaranteed
. fiormer JO
. bs. 78
the1r
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There appear to have been fewer formal requirements, at least ordered by the government
than there had been in the mobilization campaign of "Rosie," about how to address women in the
workplace in post-war media. It seems that a number of factors influenced the lack of
comparable "Rosie" campaign at the war's end. In handling the reconversion of the economy to
peacetime production, the OWi's Magazine War Guide did not directly advise writers and
advertisers to encourage women to leave their jobs, but simply urged the reinforcement of the
recruitment message that women's role as worker was tempqrary. Another factor which may
have contributed to the seeming lack of a unified reconversion campaign is that OWi suffered
from congressional budget cuts spurred by Republican attacks on the recruitment campaign, who
called the campaign a tool of the Democratic Party.
launched in early 1944-considered

79

After the "Women in the War" campaign

a final push of propaganda saturation functioning to increase

the numbers of women in defense industries-OWi

failed to launch any other major drives.

Honey offers the suggestion that "with adequate funding, it is conceivable that it would have
provided the media with more detailed instructions for dealing with reconversion, in particular
for handling demobilization of the wartime labor force."
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Knaff and Bailey's analysis of popular graphic art at the close of WWII reveals that an
apparent reconversion, both of female masculinity and gender generally, did in fact occur as a
result of servicemen's return from war and reentrance into the workplace. These researchers
assert that female masculinity, first established in the "Rosie" depiction circulated throughout the
war, was highly mutable and contested at the war's end. They found that women were expected
to drop both masculinity and the freedoms it had afforded them in order to adapt to post-war
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gender expectations.

81

An analysis conducted by Hartmann focusing on popular literature

regarding women's obligations to returning veterans concluded that books and articles confirmed
the message of gender "reconversion" that Knaff and Bailey found in post-war images, stating
that literature called upon women to strengthen the male ego, relinquish a portion of their own
independence, and above all, adapt their needs and interests to those of their returning men. 82
These studies further elaborate upon the question, what role did advertising play in
communicating the message of domesticity in postwar America?

Conceptualization: The Reconciliation of Rosie's Message in Post-War Years

As we have seen, World War II substantially influenced women's work experiences in
America. In the 1930s the vast majority of women worked in clerical positions, as domestics,
operatives, waitresses and other segments deemed "women's work." During this period of the
Great Depression when unemployment rates were at record highs, if a woman attempted to
advance outside of these traditional positions she was considered selfish for taking away jobs
from deserving men. In the early 1940s, in part due to a deliberate campaign orchestrated both
by the US. Government and advertisers, women were encouraged to work in production settings.
This campaign began with the goal of overcoming the harsh stigma against women industrial
laborers, and centered on the image of Rosie the Riveter. Rosie stood as the glorified
representation of the woman industrial worker and offered the American public a symbol of its
strength during wartime. In part because of Rosie's message, 6 million women joined the
industrial workforce from 1939- 1945. However, as the war ended, and the men returned to the
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communities, America faced a problem: How to move women from the jobs in production back
into their more traditional role as homemaker.
A number of processes likely combined to create this transition--changes in the nature of
work, improved production procedures, increases in family size-but

the current work suggests

that advertising played a key part in both the movement of women into production, and also their
movement back into the home. As noted earlier, the U.S. government, with help from
advertisers, developed Rosie the Riveter campaign to increase the number of women willing to
work outside the home, but this sophisticated campaign may have carried a second, less obvious
message: that this change in women's social role would be a temporary one.
I argue that advertising played a key role in the second transition: the movement of
women out of production back into the domestic sphere. Post WWII advertisements no longer
depicted a Rosie the Riveter but the familiar face of "Helen the Homemaker," a cross between
the physically beautiful Helen of Troy and the skilled homemaker who deftly managed the
domestic sphere. I posit that OWi and other bodies involved in the recruitment campaign of
WWII were not without a basis for what the image of reconversion would look like, as "Helen"
may have been present in advertising during the war even when "Rosie" was. "Helen's"
presence may have signaled a continuation of pre-war attitudes towards women, and aided in
reinforcing the belief that women's role as worker was temporary.
Other Women's Studies scholars and media experts offer that a sort of priming for
postwar attitudes ~nd behavior occurred during the span of the war in the images advertisers
presented during the war-that

is, images conveying a "Helen the Homemaker." In a study of

advertisements during WWII, Maureen Honey found that the image of the full-time homemaker
did not disappear during the propaganda recruitment period; it was simply modified through a
minimization of the marriage-career conflict, by emphasizing women in wage-work roles, and by
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featuring married women as workers. The continuation of elements of "domesticity" found in
wartime ads directed at women supports that, in their wartime depictions of women, advertisers
again incorporated their belief that the reality of women-as-worker was temporary. Honey found
that throughout the war advertisers consistently conveyed the message that employment for
women would not disrupt the family. The praise of female war workers for their achievements
as double-duty workers-taking

a war job and maintaining the home-was

used throughout the

recruitment campaign in advertising, and functioned to remind women that later, there would be
a natural, recognizable shift back into the home. 83 Such ads commended homemakers who had
found employment for fulfilling their obligations both at home and on the job. War workers
were often shown in housewife/mother roles-working

with or taking care of children or doing

housework in factory overalls. Such advertisements present during the war "tried to encourage
women to stick by their posts even though the demands of a two-job life style were
considerable. " 84
Through her examination of economic trends and purchasing habits that shaped postWWII culture, Henthorn echoes Honey's findings. Henthorn argues that images are, in a
fundamental sense, dependent upon economic and political structures, and that it is too simplistic
to say that they media treatment of war workers was "chiefly designed to manipulate women into
and out of the labor market."
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She argues that an inevitable "consumption ideology"
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played a

significant role in determining the content of American wartime propaganda. This "consumption
ideology," she argues, played out in ads during the war that emphasized stovetops and washing
machines-emphasizing

domestic technologies designed for the convenience of the homemaker.
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It seems again that an emphasis on domesticity for women may not have developed abruptly in

the post-war context, but been communicated as a familiar image throughout the war.
The current work extended the work of Henthorn and Honey by systematically reviewing
the content of advertisements during this critical period in American history. By using a
sampling procedure to investigate advertisements from Life magazine and coding system to
classify the advertisements at the outset of World War II, throughout the war, and at its closethis paper examined what message advertisers communicated about women's role in 1940s
society. In addition to documenting the frequency of the advertisements that feature images of
women in traditional and nontraditional roles, I also examined closely the content of
advertisements that exemplify these general categories through qualitative analysis. Qualitative
analysis focused on the meaning of the symbols in the advertisements. It discusses the ad's
content by discussing its many features, such as its image, perceived target (male or fem ale),
degree of war reference, and the product the advertisement represents.
I predicted that despite Rosie, advertisements running during WWII would communicate
that women's shift into the workplace was temporary. I believed that these ads would
communicate to working women that they must maintain their beauty and their domesticity, and
that being a worker is secondary to these key attributes. I also expected to find that in the postwar era, this message would become particularly strong with the close of the war, in the absence
of Rosie. I held that the majority of advertisements at the war's end would most likely deny
"Rosie's" very existence-in

essence leaving out the "woman as worker" narrative, and only

promoting women's role as homemaker.
I hypothesized that advertising would reflect the frequency of women working outside
the home during World War II, by specifically, portraying greater numbers of women working
outside the home in advertisements running during wartime. In other words, I predicted that the
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percentage of advertisements depicting women working outside the home would increase during
the years of World War II. Additionally I hypothesized that when the war ended, a surge of
advertising would picture women "back in" the domestic sphere and no longer working outside
the home. To test my hypothesis, I was most concerned with advertising leading out of the war.
I was focused on the question, "As advertisers suggested a shift into wartime working roles for
women through the Rosie the Riveter campaign, at the war's end did they suggest a shift of
women out of these woman-as-worker roles? And if so, how did advertising suggest this shift?"
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II
Method

I predicted that commercial advertisements printed during the war years and post-war
years (1939-1949) would feature women working in nondomestic settings during the war era, but
then would shift to depict women in more stereotypical settings (domestic settings) during the
post-war era. I also predicted that even those advertisements that depicted women in production
settings would suggest, indirectly, that this form of employment should be a temporary one, for
when the men in the armed forces returned, women should expect to surrender their positions
and return to a more traditional life. The quantitative and qualitative procedures I used to test
these hypotheses are described in this chapter.

Depictions of Men and Women in Life

The advertisements I studied were published in Life magazine, the most predominant
magazine of the era and which was published weekly during this time. I selected one issue of
Life from each year in an eleven-year period including and spanning 1939 to 1949, and examined

every large advertisement in the issue. For this purpose we will call "large advertisements" those
that took up 50% of the page or more. The majority of advertisements in the sample were fullpage advertisements. An initial sampling of the frequency of advertisements in Life magazine
revealed that each issue of Life contains on average 54 large advertisements.
In considering what methodology to use when selecting one issue of Life from each of the
above years (11 issues total), I took careful consideration. I ultimately decided that randomly
picking issues from any week or month in the year might bring other variables into the
advertisements (like seasonal holidays, for example) that could create an inconsistency in the
advertising. I ultimately settled on selecting the Life magazines published in the last week of
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March of each year. Although it is a somewhat subjective observation, this time of year is fairly
neutral. These advertisements seemed uninhibited by seasonal or holiday-influenced
happenings.

Table 1. The number of advertisements sampled across the years 1939 to 1949.

Year

Cumulative
Frequency

Percent

Percent

1939

33

5.6

5.6

1940

42

7.1

12.7

1941

54

9.1

21.8

1942

47

7.9

29.7

1943

44

7.4

37.2

1944

65

11.0

48.1

1945

47

7.9

56.1

1946

75

12.7

68.8

1947

67

11.3

80.1

1948

66

II.I

91.2

1949

52

8.8

100.0

Total

592

100.0

Quantitative Procedures
I developed a structured coding system to analyze the print advertisements from the years
of 1939 to 1949. I coded advertisements issue by issue. The advertisements in the sample varied
in style, imagery, and content. Most included images, and these photographs or drawings were of
men and women of various ages, children, and in some cases animals. The advertisements also
featured a range of products and services, including automobiles, companies, apparel, goods, and
so on. In examining the content of the advertisements, I focused on five key variables related to
32

who was depicted, the setting, the type of consumer targeted by the advertisement, the product
itself, and whether or not the war was mentioned.
I first listed what issue of Life I was examining, and then the page number of the
advertisement in the magazine. I coded the advertisements for "Image," "Setting," "Target
Audience," "Product or Service," "War Reference," and "Additional Notes." I created a Coding
Guide so I could classify, precisely, different facets of each ad.
I first coded the "Image" of the advertisement, being a person (and generally what he or
she was wearing to denote who he or she was), or only the product pictured in the different
classifications listed. As demonstrated by the following table, 1 stood for an image of a woman,
IA a woman dressed in untraditional clothing or dressed as a worker, 1Ba woman dressed
traditionally or in domestic-type housewife clothing, and so on. These were the codes used:

1
IA
IB
2
2A
2B
3
3A
4
4A
4B

Image
Woman, women
Woman in untraditional garb, as a worker
Woman in traditional, domestic garb, "housewife"
Man,men
Man dressed in untraditional garb, as servicemen, as wartime worker
Man dressed in traditional garb, in suit, in home, etc.
Product
Product only, no individuals pictured
Child
Female child
Male child

I then coded for the "Setting" of the advertisement. For this condition I had 7 different
classifications that follow below. Number 5, "Romance," was included as its own setting
because it signaled an important interaction between men and women that dominated several
advertisements and, I figured, could indicate something about a woman's role in society as
depicted through advertising. As demonstrated by the following table, I stood for a workplace
setting, 2 a production or factory setting, and so on.
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1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Setting
Workplace
Production or factory
Leisure setting, social, out on-the-town
Home, domestic
Romance (image is mainly of a couple, romantic interaction)
Outdoors (America)
Outdoors ( overseas, "on the battle lines'')

I also coded the advertisement's "Target Audience.'' "Target Audience" denotes the
group of consumers to which the advertisement is directed. Again, although subjective in nature,
at times it was fairly easy to distinguish if the advertisement was directed at males or females,
especially when considering what was being advertised. Other times advertisements appeared to
be neutral and directed at both sexes, and for this reason I included number 5 "Both sexes or too
ambiguous to discern." In the following table, 1 stands for the target audience of a "general"
male, meaning not a serviceman, 2 stood for a male serviceman, 3 a woman housewife or
someone not employed outside the home, and so on.

1
2

3
4
5

Target Audience
Male (general)
Male (serviceman)
Female (housewife, unemployed outside the home)
Female (wartime worker)
Both sexes or too ambiguous to discern

Additionally I coded for the "Product or Service" being advertised. We wanted to
examine the kind of goods being advertised moving into, throughout, and coming out of the war.
I predicted, for example, that there might be a larger influx of advertisement for domestic
products towards the war's end. I had 11 different categories in this classification. As
demonstrated by the following table, 1 stood for a hygiene or beauty product, 2 stood for a food
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or drink item, 3 stood for a clothing or shoes, 4 stood for new technologies, and so on. Examples
of types of products found in each category are included below.

1
2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

Product or Service
Hygiene/ Beauty product (shampoo, toothpaste, skin cream,
antiperspirant, soap, fragrance)
Food or drink (non-alcoholic)
Clothing or shoes
Technology (Radios, record players, electric razor, film/ cameras,
hearing aids, electric blankets)
Kitchenwear/ domestic goods (furniture, refrigerators, vanity chests,
cleaning supplies)
Automobiles
Industry-promotion/ Goods (Shell oil, US Rubber Company,
Westinghouse steel, Boeing)
Medicine (aspirin, eye drops, vitamins)
Services (hotels, trains, life insurance)
Entertainment (movies, play, shows)
Cigarettes and alcohol

I also coded for the advertisement's "War Reference." I noted a 1 if the advertisement
referenced the war in some way (in its image or in its copy), and 2 if the advertisement did not
include the war. I predicted that there would be more advertisements that referenced the war
during the war years of 1939- 1945. In the case of an advertisement that was coded as a 1, in my
"Additional Notes" column, I coded for the way the war was pictured or used in the
advertisement.

I noted if the war reference was used to sell a product, or used to sell a

movement (getting men to join the service, getting women to join the workforce, etc.). I marked
important advertisements that I then returned to for closer qualitative analysis.

Qualitative Procedures
I supplemented the quantitative analysis of the advertisement's contents with a more
focused, in depth analysis of specific advertisements. From the full sample of advertisements I
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identified those that represented well those that depicted women working outside of the home,
ones that featured women in more traditional ones, and those that included the theme of the war
in the advertisement. Although more subjective in nature, because it is paired here with
quantitative analysis, this methodology heightens our understanding of the subject at hand when
paired here with quantitative analysis, providing a more complete picture of print advertising
directed at women during and after World War II.
After engaging a quantitative approach on this sample of print advertisements, I combed
my data to qualitatively analyze several of the same advertisements. I used the "Additional
Notes" section of my data to find interesting and outstanding advertisements that I had
previously marked as such. My project concerns the depiction of women in differing roles, as
well as the way the war was used in advertisements. Ads that were of interest included women
and the war in some combination, most fittingly when a woman was depicted working in a
wartime role outside the home. However, after quantitatively coding ads I realized how few
advertisements mentioned the women and the war together. Ads that lei out women when
talking about the war effort at home or which mentioned the war in some way also became
important. In my qualitative analysis, which is detailed in the Results section below, I discuss
advertisements that depict: woman as housewife, the war in some way and leave out women
from the equation, and a combination of a woman with the war (or war effort). Some
advertisements during the war depicted women working, but not in wartime roles. For this
purpose we also qualitatively examined advertisements that show women working outside the
home but not in a wartime role (ie. as a secretary). Again the purpose of incorporating
qualitative analysis in these data is to delve deeper into the specifics of individual advertisements
and flesh out a more complete understanding of print advertising occurring over this eleven-year
period.
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III
Results

This project examined print advertising's images and copy to determine if the
advertisements in a widely circulated national magazine were related to the shift of American
women from the home into factory or production settings that some historians suggest occurred
during the years of World War II. I predicted that the percentage of advertisements depicting
women working outside of the home would increase during the years of World War II. An
extension of my hypothesis predicted that these types of advertisements would communicate that
women's shift into the workplace was temporary. These advertisements, which I predicted to
increase in frequency during the war years, would stress to working women that being a worker
was secondary to the attributes of beauty and domesticity.
A second hypothesis predicted that when the war ended, the percentage of images of the
domestic housewife in print advertising would increase significantly. In other words I
hypothesized that the majority of advertisements at the war's end and in the following years
would deny "Rosie's" very existence-in

essence leaving out the "woman as worker" narrative,

and only promoting women's role as feminine homemaker.

A Lack of "Rosie"
I expected to find an increase during the war years of advertisements that depicted
woman working outside the home, in wartime-focused factory or production settings.
Quantitative data, however, revealed very few advertisements in my sample that portrayed
women working outside the home. Only 19 advertisements, of the 565 advertisements in the
sample, portrayed a woman working outside the home, and they were spread fairly consistently
over the years.
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Table 2.

f

· Ad
I ma •es 1n

ts across the Y
Year

Image in Ad
40

39
Working
Woman

1939 to 1949

f1

41

43

42

44

45

47

46

48

Total

49

0

I

4

0

4

3

3

I

I

0

2

19

% within Image in Ad

.0%

5.3%

21.1%

.0%

21.1%

15.8%

15.8%

5.3%

5.3%

.0%

10.5%

100.0%

% within Year

.0%

2.4%

7.7%

.0%

9.3%

5.0%

7.1%

1.4%

1.5%

.0%

3.8%

3.4%

%of Total

.0%

.2%

.7%

.0%

.7%

.5%

.5%

.2%

.2%

.0%

.4%

3.4%

6

12

11

7

13

12

19

23

21

14

149

4.0%

8.1%

7.4%

7.4%

4.7%

8.7%

8.1%

12.8%

15.4%

14.1%

9.4%

100.0%

18.8%

28.6%

21.2%

25.0%

16.3%

21.7%

28.6%

27.5%

34.8%

33.3%

26.9%

26.4%

1.1%

2.1%

1.9%

1.9%

1.2%

2.3%

2.1%

3.4%

4.1%

3.7%

2.5%

26.4%

0

0

0

3

2

4

I

0

0

0

0

10

Traditional

Count

Woman

% within Image in Ad
% within Year
% of Total

II

Woman with

Count

Service Man

% within Image in Ad

.0%

.0%

.0%

30.0%

20.0%

40.0%

10.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

100.0%

% within Year

.0%

.0%

.0%

6.8%

4.7%

6.7%

2.4%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

1.8%

% of Total

.0%

.0%

.0%

.5%

.4%

.7%

.2%

.0%

.0%

.0%

.0%

1.8%

8

9

23

12

7

11

15

17

16

7

136

5.9%

6.6%

16.9%

8.8%

5.1%

8.1%

8.1%

11.0%

12.5%

11.8%

5.1%

100.0%

25.0%

21.4%

44.2%

27.3%

16.3%

18.3%

26.2%

21.7%

25.8%

25.4%

13.5%

24.1%

1.4%

1.6%

4.1%

2.1%

1.2%

1.9%

1.9%

2.7%

3.0%

2.8%

1.2%

24.1%

0

I

4

3

6

6

6

0

3

I

I

31

% within Image in Ad

.0%

3.2%

12.9%

9.7%

19.4%

19.4%

19.4%

.0%

9.7%

3.2%

3.2%

100.0%

% within Year

.0%

2.4%

7.7%

6.8%

14.0%

10.0%

14.3%

.0%

4.5%

1.6%

1.9%

5.5%

% of Total

.0%

.2%

.7%

.5%

1.1%

1.1%

1.1%

.0%

.5%

.2%

.2%

5.5%

13

13

8

4

7

15

7

18

12

16

16

129

Woman with

Count

Man

% within Image in Ad
% within Year
% of Total

Service Man

Count

II

Traditional

Count

Man

% within Image in Ad

10.1%

10.1%

6.2%

3.1%

5.4%

11.6%

5.4%

14.0%

9.3%

12.4%

12.4%

100.0%

% within Ycar

40.6%

31.0%

15.4%

9.1%

16.3%

25.0%

16.7%

26.1%

18.2%

25.4%

30.8%

22.8%

2.3%

2.3%

1.4%

.7%

1.2%

2.7%

1.2%

3.2%

2.1%

2.8%

2.8%

22.8%

% of Total
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Table 2 Continued

Product

Count

5

6

2

II

IO

8

2

16

IO

9

12

91

5.5%

6.6%

2.2%

12.1%

11.0%

8.8%

2.2%

17.6%

11.0%

9.9%

13.2%

100.0%

15.6%

14.3%

3.8%

25.0%

23.3%

13.3%

4.8%

23.2%

15.2%

14.3%

23.1%

16.1%

.9%

1.1%

.4%

1.9%

1.8%

1.4%

.4%

2.8%

1.8%

1.6%

2.1%

16.1%

32

42

52

44

43

60

42

69

66

63

52

565

% within Image in Ad

5.7%

7.4%

9.2%

7.8%

7.6%

10.6%

7.4%

12.2%

11.7%

11.2%

9.2%

100.0%

%of Total

5.7%

7.4%

9.2%

7.8%

7.6%

10.6%

7.4%

12.2%

11.7%

11.2%

9.2%

100.0%

% within Image in Ad
% within Year
% of Total
Total

Count
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Table 2 summarizes the findings, for it provides the frequencies and percentages of each
type of advertisement across the years from 1939 to 1949. Of particular interest were
advertisements under the category "Working Woman;' for these advertisements were ones that
depicted women working outside the home. Looking at Table 2, in the category of"Working
Woman" an inspection of years 1939 through 1942 revealed only 5 advertisements total that
portrayed a working woman. A breakdown of those years is as follows: 0 advertisements in
1939, 1 advertisement in 1940, 4 advertisements in 1941, and 1 advertisement in 1942. An
examination of the years of 1943 through 1945 in the category of "Working Women" shows that
many advertisements that displayed a working woman occurred in the final three years of the
war (about 21 % of the all images found of working women across all years). For the years 1943
through 1945 the breakdown of advertisements that display a working woman is as follows: 4
advertisements in 1943, 3 advertisements in 1944 and 3 advertisements in 1945. There was a
slight drop in advertisements that portrayed a working woman in the years 1946 through 1949,
with only 1 advertisement in 1946, 1 advertisement in 1947, 0 advertisements in 1948 and 2
advertisements in 1949. Again it is important to note how few advertisements total displayed a
working woman (only 19), making these variations as to when in time they are displayed
miniscule and almost insubstantial.
These data do not support my hypothesis. Based on a sample of over 500 print
advertisements found in Life magazine, women were not portrayed working outside the home in
any greater frequency during WWII than in the years leading up to it or after it.
These findings are also consistent with results of the analysis of the target of the
advertisements. Each advertisement was examined to determine the audience that the
advertisement was designed to influence, including men, men in the service, women in
traditional settings, women in nontraditional settings, and mixed advertisements. Analysis of
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these codes revealed that only 11 advertisements targeted women who were working outside the
home, whereas 176 seemed to be "speaking to·· women in traditional domestic circumstances.
One of the few advertisements I found which. had I found more like it. would have
supported my hypothesis was published in the March 29. 1943 issue of L(fe and is presented in
Figure 2. The advertisement is for Hinds hand cream. and includes a female wartime worker.
The advertisement depicts a smiling, fresh-faced young woman in slacks. holding a riveter. The
riveter is key because it conjures up a parallel to ''Rosie;· who \Vas a riveter and was depicted, in
Norman Rockwell's rendering, holding riveter in her hands. In this advertisement, our "Rosie·s·•
hand is outstretched and the speech bubble from her mouth reads. "Not a big rough 'cause I use
Hinds before and after war work. A Honey of a lotion!" The depiction of a female wartime
worker shows that this role is accepted or familiar to the public, at least enough to be used in an
advertisement reaching L(fe' s readership. These were the types of advertisements, where a
woman was depicted as a wartime worker, I expected to find in greater frequency during the
years of 1939 to 1945 and which would have supported my original hypothesis.
Prior to conducting my research, I had also predicted that despite Rosie, advertisements
running during WWII would communicate that women's shift into the workplace was temporary.
I hypothesized that advertisements including "Rosie''-type women would stress that women must
maintain their beauty and their domesticity, and that being a worker is secondary to these key
attributes, underscoring to women the temporary nature of their work outside the home. As
stated, my quantitative analysis did not reveal enough advertisements that portrayed women
working outside the home for me to delve into the exact message they sent. However, Figure 2
(and advertisements similar to it) would have supported this facet of my thesis that predicted a
woman's wartime role to be secondary to her femininity. Figure 2 shows an attractive woman,
concerned with the softness of her hands. Although her wartime working role is mentioned, the
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message of the advertisement is selling the
idea of maintaining soft hands. The message
of the advertisement is logical as the
advertisement's purpose is to sell hand cream.
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Cream, 1943.

above her worker role.
In the rare instance when a female wartime worker was included in an advertisement,
there were varying degrees to which the advertisement focused on her, and qualitative analysis
helped amplify these nuances. For example. the advertisement for General-Electric lamps found
in the March 23, 1942 issue of L(fe shown in Figure 3 includes a female wartime worker as one
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eyes of a "woman, age 26'' arc
shown. The small blurb of copy
under this woman's eyes reads
"Left peacetime office job for

Figure 3. Advertisement for General-Electric Lamps,
1942.

position as secretary to airplane

factory official. Does more work with fewer mistakes, still feels fresh and alert for civilian war
work, thanks to G-E ... " This woman's "story" is only one of many shown, and it is by no means
the central focus of this advertisement. Still, advertisers who created this particular
advertisement chose to make the 26-year old female not a housewife, but a wartime worker.
This inclusion acknowledges a public understanding or at least recognition of the woman-aswartime worker. More advertisements of this nature, while less focused on "Rosie" as a whole ,
would have still supported the first part of my hypothesis.
The advertisement in Figure 3 does not stress, or even address in any capacity, this
women's femininity. Therefore this advertisement may not have supported my prediction that
"Rosie" type advertisements stress a woman's femininity and domestic duty above being a
worker. Again, there are so few advertisements that address the female wartime worker that it is
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impossible to make any concrete conclusions about the messages these advertisements sent to
women about their social and working role.
While data revealed a small
number of advertisements picturing
women working outside the home, this
number includes advertisements which
showed women working in offices or at
desks, as secretaries or as telephone
operators, and not just wartime workers
in wartime factory or production settings.
An advertisement found in the March 25,
1940 issue of Life (Figure 4) showcases a
"woman worker" as a secretary. The
advertisement, for Kleinert's corsets,
states, "Camera shows how women at
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and depicts a woman sitting behind
typewriter. In smaller type the copy
reads, "secretaries who care about their
figure avoid fatal "spread hips"
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Figure 4. Advertisement for Kleinert's
Corsets, 1940.

appearance by wearing ... " This
advertisement has equated "women who ,vork'" to "secretaries," and leaves out "working
women" as women in factories or production settings. even during wartime. While depicting
women in a less traditional role than being a housewife, and portraying them as workers, these
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advertisements do not support my hypothesis. I had predicted that women would be depicted in
greater frequency as workers in factory or production settings during the war years, and did not
account for this type of female worker (secretary, operator) in my original hypothesis.

An Increase in "Helen"
A second hypothesis predicted that when the war ended, a significant increase in images
of women in more traditional settings and roles, such as homemakers, housekeepers, wives, or
mothers, would be found in print advertising. This hypothesis held that the majority of
advertisements near and at the war's end would most likely deny "Rosie·s" very existence-in
essence leaving out the "woman as worker" narrative, and only promote women's role as
feminine homemakers. When looking at advertisements that displayed the image of a
"Traditional Woman," I expected an abundance of these images at the war's end, from the year
1945 and beyond. The data, as summarized in Table 2, support my hypothesis, as they reveal an
increase in the frequency of advertisements showing women in traditional domestic roles at the
war's end.
Looking at Table 2, the category of"Traditional Woman" reveals that 149 images of
women dressed in "traditional garb" were found over the eleven-year period of 1939 to 1949.
Again in the category of "Traditional Woman," an inspection of years 1946 through 1948 shows
a significant increase in the images of traditional women in advertisements, with a total of 42.3%
of all the Traditional Woman advertisements found being concentrated in this 3-year period. A
breakdown of these percentages is as follows: 12.8% in 1946, 15.4% in 1947, and 14.1% in
1948.
After running an analysis comparing only the frequency of advertisements showing
working women and those showing traditional women. the increase of images of women over
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time (in 46. 47. 48) is significant.
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The statistical test used to test
frequency data is the chi-square test.
In this case. the chi-square was
19.47, p = .035 and confirmed that
the number advertisements showing
traditional women in the years
1946. 1947, and 1948 was greater
than what one would expect by
chance. Figure 5, in the category of
''Traditional Women·• provides an
excellent visual representation of
the increase of these images of

Year

women in traditional garb in the
Figure 5. Distribution of Images Over Time.

later years of 1946 through I 949.

These data support my original hypothesis, which held that there would be an increase in the
frequency of advertisements showing women in traditional domestic roles at the war's end.
Analysis revealed an abundance of advertisements that displayed the prototypical
housewife dressed in "traditional garb" in the post-war years. Figure 6, an advertisement from a
March 28, 1949 issue of Life, is a strong example the typical portrayal of a housewife from this
period in advertising. Figure 6 displays an eager young housewife in an advertisement for
Pliofilm. She is young, blonde, made-up, and wears an apron to denote her status as a
housewife. She excitedly tosses a bag of margarine into the air as the copy of the advertisement
proclaims, "This new squeeze-mix margarine package tells you what food wrap is best!" These
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types of advertisements, which display women as homemakers and housewives, were found in a
greater frequency in the years directly following the war (1946 onward), and as stated, support
my original hypothesis.
Classifying
women's garb in
advertisements was the

TELLS YOU WHAT
FOOD WRAP IS BEST!

central way we
identified her as a
housewife. Besides
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Figure 6. Advertisement for Pliofilm, 1949.

abundance of children
pictured in advertisements over the eleven-year period. We supposed that just as there was a rise
in imagery of housewives in advertisements after the war, perhaps there would also be a rise in
imagery of children after the war years. We found a slight increase in advertisements showing
children at the war's end, but it was not found to be significant. An inspection of images of
children in advertisements from the years 1939 through 1944 reveals an average of 2.67
advertisements per year depicting imagery of children in the advertisement. An inspection of the
following years 1945 through 1949 reveals a higher average of 4.2 advertisements depicting
imagery of children, with a peak of 8 advertisements in 1945. The number of advertisements
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that included images of children varied over time. but this variation was not statistically
significant; X 2 (10) = 15.61, ns.
In addition to testing for an increase in children pictured in advertisements, we also tested
for an increase in domestic products featured in L(fe over the eleven-year period. We thought
that perhaps just as there was a rise in imagery of housewives in advertisements after the war,
there may also be a rise in advertisements for domestic products to again stress the renewed
domesticity we hypothesized would be present in post-war advertising. As Table 3 indicates, 64
of the advertisements I sampled featured a domestic product. Had these 64 advertisements
occurred at random across the 11 years, then each year would have included, on average, 5.8
such advertisements. However, there were nearly twice that many domestic product
advertisements in the years of 1947 and 1948, and substantially fewer in 1939, 1941, and 1943.
This differences, however, only approached conventional levels of statistical significance; X

2

(10) = 16.79,p = .08.
Table 3. Frequency of Domestic Products over the Years.

Year
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
Total

Observed N

Expected N

Residual

3
5
2
9
1
4
6
7
10
10
7
64

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8

-2.8
-.8
-3.8
3.2
-4.8
-1.8
.2
1.2
4.2
4.2
1.2
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Table 4.
Frequency of War Imagery over the Years.

War Imagery
Yes
Year

39

Total

No
0

33

33

% within Year

.0%

100.0%

100.0%

% within War

.0%

6.5%

5.6%

.0%

5.6%

5.6%

2

40

42

% within Year

4.8%

95.2%

100.0%

% within War

2.4%

7.9%

7.1%

.3%

6.8%

7.1%

4

50

54

% within Year

7.4%

92.6%

100.0%

% within War

4.7%

9.9%

9.2%

.7%

8.5%

9.2%

11

35

46

% within Year

23.9%

76.1%

100.0%

% within War

12.9%

6.9%

7.8%

1.9%

5.9%

7.8%

22

22

44

% within Year

50.0%

50.0%

100.0%

% within War

25.9%

4.4%

7.5%

3.7%

3.7%

7.5%

24

41

65

% within Year

36.9%

63.1%

100.0%

% within War

28.2%

8.1%

11.0%

4.1%

6.9%

11.0%

15

32

47

Count

Imagery
% of Total
40

Count

Imagery
% of Total
41

Count

Imagery
% of Total
42

Count

Imagery
% of Total
43

Count

Imagery
% of Total
44

Count

Imagery
% of Total
45

Count

50

% within Year

31.9%

68.1%

100.0%

% within War

17.6%

6.3%

8.0%

2.5%

5.4%

8.0%

I

73

74

% within Year

1.4%

98.6%

100.0%

% within War

1.2%

14.5%

12.5%

.2%

12.4%

12.5%

4

63

67

% within Year

6.0%

94.0%

100.0%

% within War

4.7%

12.5%

11.4%

.7%

10.7%

11.4%

I

65

66

% within Year

1.5%

98.5%

100.0%

% within War

1.2%

12.9%

11.2%

.2%

11.0%

11.2%

I

51

52

% within Year

1.9%

98.1%

100.0%

% within War

1.2%

10.1%

8.8%

.2%

8.6%

8.8%

85

505

590

% within Year

14.4%

85.6%

100.0%

% within War

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

14.4%

85.6%

100.0%

Imagery
% of Total
46

Count

Imagery
% of Total
47

Count

Imagery
% of Total

48

Count

Imagery
% of Total

49

Count

Imagery
% of Total
Total

Count

Imagery
% of Total

The Portrayal of the War in Advertisements
Our analysis coded for the portrayal of the war in advertisements. We sought to
understand on a basic level if World War II was acknowledged or referenced in advertisements.
Table 4 reveals that War Imagery in advertising was prevalent during the late war years. An
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inspection of years 1939 through
1941 reveals an average of 4.1 %
of advertisements in each year's
issue that referenced the war. An
inspection of years 1942 through
1945, however. reveals an
average of 35.7% of
advertisements in each year's
issue that referenced the war.
Table 5 shows that in 1942
23.9% of the issue's
advertisements referenced the
war, in 1943 50% of the issue's
advertisements referenced the
war, in 1944 36.9% of the issue's

Figure 7. Advertisement for Mennen Shave, 1942.

advertisements referenced the
war, and in 1945 31.9% of the advertisements referenced the war. A drop off occurred in 1946,
when only 1.4% of the issue's advertisements referenced the war. The increase of war imagery
2

during the war was found to be statistically significant; X (20) = 127.414, p = .001. These data
indicate that the war was acknowledged in advertising (even if the female wartime worker was
not).
Advertisements that mentioned the war did so in a variety of capacities, such as talking
about or picturing soldiers, mentioning "post-war America" or even talking about the "effort on
the American home front." There was an abundance of instances where advertisements
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referenced the war but did not include any mention of the female wartime worker. Figure 7, an
advertisement for Mennen Shave found in the March 23, 1942 issue of L(fe, is an example of an
advertisement that mentions the war while leaving out any mention of a female wartime worker.
The top of the advertisement reads, "How you can help win the war!" Following this headline
are a number of smaller drawings of various Americans "doing something to back up the boys at
the front." This advertisement is interesting because although it is promoting Mennen Shave, it
is doing this through encouraging Americans to support their country on the home front. The
advertisement suggests renting spare rooms, "giving a lift" to others, saving empty tubes,
growing vegetables and carrying parcels as ways to help the war effort. In no instance does the
advertisement suggest to women that they could take up a wartime job, and the images of women
in the advertisement have them donned in traditional garb (although not necessarily pictured in a
kitchen). Although it is a subjective observation, this advertisement provides a fitting platform
for mentioning women working during the war-and

yet it does not. This advertisement

supports the finding previously discussed: based on the sample of 565 advertisements, there was
an apparent lack of advertisements that mentioned the female wartime worker. These
observations suggest that, even in advertisements that acknowledged the war, the female wartime
worker was not pictured or mentioned.
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IV
Conclusions

In order to fill the need for wartime workers during World War II, the government
teamed with major advertising agencies to create a campaign centered on one image-the

image

of "Rosie the Riveter." Scholars and historians on the topic such as Sherma Gluck, Maureen
Honey, Karen Anderson and Susan Hartmann maintain that a substantial number of previouslyunemployed women moved into production settings during World War II. The Rosie campaign
is often credited for drawing millions of women into the labor force during WWII. At the war's
close, however, women were expected to give up their jobs, and perhaps newfound freedom, in
order to move aside for the returning servicemen. Historians, feminists and researchers on the
topic of women's role in World War II debate Rosie's significance as a breakthrough for women.
This study explored the following questions: What propelled women leave the workplace and
return to more traditional roles after the war? Did mass media, such as advertising, play a role
both in the shift into the workplace, and the subsequent exodus? And did advertising subtly
signal that the shift to the workplace would be a temporary one, lasting only until men returned
from the fighting overseas?
By carefully coding over 500 advertisements found in the era's most predominant
magazine, Life, this paper sought to shed light on the message sent to women about their role
during World War II and at its end. Eleven issues of Life were used, one from each year from
the years 1939 to 1949. Only large advertisements were examined, and they were coded for
"Image," "Setting," "Target Audience," "Product or Service," and "War Reference." Qualitative
analysis was also included in the study to help further explain and explore the content of
advertisements.
Although I expected to find an increase during the war years of advertisements that
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depicted woman working outside the home, quantitative data revealed very few advertisements
that portrayed women working outside the home. Only 19 advertisements, of the 565
advertisements sampled, portrayed a woman working outside the home, and they were spread
fairly consistently over the years. I also predicted that when the war ended, a significant increase
in images of women in more traditional settings and roles, such as homemakers, would be found
in print advertising. The data support an increase of advertisements portraying women in
traditional domestic roles at the war's end. In conclusion, our study did not support that images
of women working in wartime settings had a presence in the commercial print advertising of
World War II. In essence, we did not find any sort of presence of "Rosie" in print advertising
during World War II.
Interestingly enough, a similar study to this one was conducted by Maureen Honey. She
sampled advertisements found in the Saturday Evening Post and True Story, and found that 16
percent of advertisements produced during the three-year wartime period of 1941-1943 were
designed specifically to attract women to war work. 87 Based on Honey's findings, my data
should have found approximately 87 advertisements which displayed women working outside
the home in my study. Instead I found only 19 advertisements, and just about half of them
featured secretaries. In contrast with Honey, my data reveal that advertising may have failed to
track the major social shift of women out of domestic roles and into working settings that
seemingly occurred during World War II.
This paper focused on the medium of commercial advertising to see how advertisers
targeted women during World War II, and if these messages included the "woman as wartime
worker" narrative. One explanation to consider is that commercial advertising may not have
documented women's shift into the workplace because its central purpose is to sell products,
87

Honey 109.
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rather than sell ideas or spur civic duty. Although the government may have wanted women to
take up jobs and fill the wartime labor gap, advertisers for soap and pantyhose may not have felt
the same. This civic need may have been real, and yet not expressed by commercial advertisers.
Perhaps a more precise study could mix strictly government-produced propaganda with common
advertisements run during the war. When this project began, though, research revealed that the
government teamed with major advertising agencies at the war's outset to recruit women for the
war effort, so the line between the two bodies was blurred from the start.
On possible explanation for the outcome of my data is the alternative that it may have
been considered that women were "supporting" the war effort not by working, but by consuming.
Advertisers may have seen more value (in the sense of aiding society) in marketing to women so
that they would buy and fuel the wartime economy, rather than encouraging them to work. This
is a matter of speculation, and it is hard to say how intentional advertisers would have been in
promoting this message. However, if we operate under the belief that the central goal of
commercial advertisers is to make money, the promotion of "consumption" may have been a
greater reality than the promotion of the female worker.
There were several limitations to my study that must be addressed. My research was
limited in that I only sampled advertisements from Life magazine. Perhaps sampling
advertisements from a wider range of magazines, or like Honey, sampling from newspapers
would have been more thorough and effective. Another flaw in my data was that I only sampled

Life magazine issues from the month of March. The month of March was less likely to be
influenced by external variables-such

as holidays, seasons or the like. However there may have

been some other factor at work in these issues which increased the frequency of advertisements
representing women in traditional garb.
While many scholars debate "Rosie's" significance because the "permanence" of her
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character's presence in media is debated, it seems to me that an essential question needs to be
raised about her very existence in mass media. It is possible that the shift of women out of
domestic roles and into working ones during World War II is overstated, and did not occur to the
dramatic extent that it has been documented, discussed, and even praised as a "watershed" for
women.
In essence, Rosie the Riveter may have been more of a myth than a reality. This
statement raises the question, when did Rosie achieve the status of being such a profound symbol
for feminists? One possibility is that Rosie was resurrected as a symbol for feminism that
emerged in the 1970s feminist movement. I am not a scholar on this topic, but believe it is
possible that Rosie achieved significance during this movement-remembered

as a symbol of

women's empowerment outside the home, a status which my data supports she may have not

actually achieved during World War II. It seems that further research on this topic could
certainly be conducted to reveal nuances of "Rosie's" development, emergence, and use in mass
media both throughout World War II and in its aftermath.
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